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concept and project  
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La Spezia - Sailors more than anybody else have been photographed and have photographed 
themselves, celebrating the fair wind of youth, the myth of manliness and adventure, freedom and 
boldness. Many pictures in the history of photography have portrayed seamen, starting from the kiss 
immortalised by Alfred Eisenstaedt in Time Square, in 1945. But there are many more. All these 
pictures are fascinating, regardless of the latitude, ocean, harbour, café or beach where the sailors 
have immortalised themselves. They are masterpieces of spontaneity, naivetyand intimacy, in a way 
that no master of photography could ever achieve. These thousands and thousands of images are 
now part of the heritage of the photo anonyme. Following the example of leading galleries and 
museums, Alidem has decided to explore this new fascinating area of the international art market, 
hosting an exhibition on sailors that will deal with this iconic figure through the small, 
extraordinary masterpieces represented by photos anonymesand snapshots, also known as 
photographiesvernaculaires. More than two hundred photos, taken between the thelate 19th and the 
mid-20thcentury in Europe, America, Indochina and Japan, tell the story of these sailor 
photographers, who captured every moment of their lives with innocence and sincerity, using the 
first snapshot cameras sold by Kodak and Agfa. A single portrait that a sailor will send to his 
girlfriend. 'This is me, I hope you like me, I love you', one of them wrote on the back of his picture. 
Or a photo-portrait taken with a friend, a symbol of the most fascinating of brotherhoods. The 
images show sailors taking a ride on a rickshaw in Saigon or holding a Hawaiian hula girl in their 
arms. They are memories of a night out drinking or making love, because sailors 'kiss and go', as 
Neruda wrote in his poem Farewell, in 1923. They show a hand of poker, a moment of fun near the 
cannons of a warship, the fictitious boarding of a ship, a parade, an hour of sun on the deck of an 
aircraft carrier, a trip home to see their wives and children before taking off again, before going 
back to the waves and the storms – their backs burnt with the sun and their eyes and hearts filled 
with the infinity of the sea. 'Either you are a sailor or you are not', claimed Joseph Conrad after 
having sailed all the oceans of the world and having occupied all the positions in the hierarchy of a 
ship, from cabin boy to captain. The exhibition will show a large selection of photosanonymesthat 
celebrate the diffusion of the iconic figure of sailors in the fashion and movie worlds. 
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INFORMAZIONI e CONTATTI 
Titolo: I marinai baciano e se ne vanno. Un mito maschile nella photographie 
anonyme 
Ideazione e progetto: Alidem, Milano  
Edizione alla Spezia: Alidem, CAMeC 
Coordinamento tecnico-scientifico: Collettivo Alidem; Marzia Ratti, Eleonora 
Acerbi, Cinzia Compalati, Cristiana Maucci, Barbara Viale, CAMeC 
Sede: CAMeC centro arte moderna e contemporanea, Piazza Battisti 1, La Spezia 
Inaugurazione: venerdì 26 gennaio 2018, ore 18.00 
Preview per la stampa: venerdì 26 gennaio 2018, ore 12 
Durata: 27 gennaio – 15 aprile 2018 
Orari: da martedì a domenica 11.00–18.00, chiuso il lunedì (aperto Lunedì di  
Pasqua) 
Informazioni e prenotazioni: tel. + 39 0187 734593, fax + 39 0187 256773, 
camec@comune.sp.it, http://camec.museilaspezia.it.  
Ingresso: intero euro 5 
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